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Padurea spanzuratilor de Liviu Rebreanu
Liviu Rebreanu (1885-1944) este creatorul romanului romanesc modern, deoarece
scrie primul roman realist obiectiv din literatura romana, "Ion" si primul roman
obiectiv de analiza psihologica din proza romaneasca, "Padurea spanzuratilor" .
Tema romanului o constituie evocarea realista si obiectiva a primului razboi
mondial, in care accentul cade pe conditia tragica a intelectualului ardelean care
este silit sa lupte sub steag strain impotriva propriului neam; "Padurea
spanzuratilor" este "monografia incertitudinii chinuitoare" (G. Calinescu). Rebreanu
este in acest roman "un analist al starilor de constiinta, al invalmaselilor de
ganduri, al obsesiilor tiranice " (Tudor Vianu).

Comparative and Diachronic Perspectives on Romance Syntax
Just Listen More Intense
The Auditory Brain and Age-Related Hearing Impairment provides an overview of
the interaction between age-related hearing impairments and cognitive brain
function. This monograph elucidates the techniques used in the connectome and
other brain-network studies based on electrophysiological methods. Discussions of
the manifestations of age-related hearing impairment, the causes of degradation of
sound processing, compensatory changes in the human brain, and rehabilitation
and intervention are included. There is currently a surge in content on aging and
hearing loss, the benefits of hearing aids and implants, and the correlation
between hearing loss, cognitive decline and early onset of dementia. Given the
changing demographics, treatment of age-related hearing impairment need not
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just be bottom-up (i.e., by amplification and/or cochlear implantation), but also topdown by addressing the impact of the changing brain on communication. The role
of age-related capacity for audio-visual integration and its role in assisting
treatment have only recently been investigated, thus this area needs more
attention. Relates the techniques used in the connectome and other brain-network
studies to the human auditory-cortex and age-related hearing loss research
findings Examines the side effects of age-related hearing impairment and their
impact on the quality of life for the elderly Evaluates the importance of multimodal means in the rehabilitation of the elderly with hearing aids and cochlear
implants Discusses the role of neurostimulation and various training procedures to
halt, or potentially reverse, cognitive decline in the elderly

Liviu Rebreanu în agora
Modern Austrian Literature
Liviu Rebreanu, sau, Lumea prezumtivului
1001 Books You Must Read Before You Die
Limba şi literatura română
Liviu Rebreanu
Padurea spanzuratilor
Mențiuni critice
Liviu Rebreanu, după un veac
Corespondență de familie, 1900-1943
Includes entries for maps and atlases.

Liviu Rebreanu
Pădurea Spânzuraţilor
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Liviu Rebreanu
Pădurea spânzuraților
A new, nuanced and revelatory account of the war waged as a revenge campaign
against culturally “inferior” peoples of the Balkans.

Amintiri despre Liviu Rebreanu
Studii şi cercetări etnoculturale
Poetica personajului în romanul Pădurea spânzuraţilor de Liviu
Rebreanu
Completely revised and updated to include the most up-to-date selections, this is a
bold and bright reference book to the novels and the writers that have excited the
world's imagination. This authoritative selection of novels, reviewed by an
international team of writers, critics, academics, and journalists, provides a new
take on world classics and a reliable guide to what's hot in contemporary fiction.
Featuring more than 700 illustrations and photographs, presenting quotes from
individual novels and authors, and completely revised for 2012, this is the ideal
book for everybody who loves reading.

German Film & Literature
The Auditory Brain and Age-Related Hearing Impairment
General Catalogue of Printed Books
The Romanian Novel
National Union Catalog
„Cea dintâi monografie care oferă o imagine cuprinzătoare asupra receptării
literaturii române în Cehia, cartea de față este o incursiune în diversele etape ale
totalitarismului comunist: stalinismul integral, perioada dezghețului, anii șaizeci (cu
transformările din jurul Primăverii de la Praga), urmați de perioada de normalizare
care se întinde până la momentul Revoluției de Catifea. Ineditul acestei lucrări este
dat și de explorarea manifestării unor opere și a unor personalități literare
românești (precum Mircea Eliade, Constantin Virgil Gheorghiu sau Petru Dumitriu)
în zona literară cehă prohibită din anii supuși studiului, mai precis în publicațiile din
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exil și în revistele de tip samizdat. Cititorului îi este oferit un tablou amplu asupra
autorilor români receptați cu predilecție de către cehi sub comunism și asupra
tendințelor manifestate de româniștii cehi («coloana vertebrală» a procesului
receptării), de criticii literari și de recenzenți. Cartea definește o epocă în istoria
raporturilor culturale dintre români și cehi, două popoare legate de un trecut
adeseori comun și de o prietenie sinceră.“ – Profesor dr. Mihai Mitu

Bibliografia relațiilor literaturii române cu literaturile străine în
periodice
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
Referințe critice
Vols. for 1969- include ACTFL annual bibliography of books and articles on
pedagogy in foreign languages 1969-

The Forest of the Hanged
Village of the Ghost Bears
Intellectual Horizons offers a pioneering, transnational and comparative treatment
of key thematic areas in the intellectual and cultural history of Central and Eastern
Europe in the twentieth century. For most of the twentieth century, Central and
Eastern European ideas and cultures constituted an integral part of wider European
trends. However, the intellectual and cultural history of this diverse region has
rarely been incorporated sufficiently into nominally comprehensive histories of
Europe. This volume redresses this underrepresentation and provides a more
balanced perspective on the recent past of the continent through original, critical
overviews of themes ranging from the social and conceptual history of intellectuals
and histories of political thought and historiography, to literary, visual and religious
cultures, to perceptions and representations of the region in the twentieth century.
While structured thematically, individual contributions are organized
chronologically. They emphasize, where relevant, generational experiences,
agendas and accomplishments, while taking into account the sharp ruptures that
characterize the period. The third in a four-volume set on Central and Eastern
Europe in the twentieth century, it is the go-to resource for understanding the
intellectual and cultural history of this dynamic region.

The Routledge History Handbook of Central and Eastern Europe
in the Twentieth Century
MLA International Bibliography of Books and Articles on the
Modern Languages and Literatures
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Liviu Rebreanu în atelierul de creație
This is not an ordinary history book. As readers will realise quite early on, Neagu
Djuvara has the audacity to tackle some of the most delicate and controversial
issues in Romanian history under the guise of light storytelling. With the addition of
illustrations, the book becomes better and easier to understand: we are offered the
chance to see how ancient artefacts discovered by archaeologists actually look
like, or catch a glimpse of the world of barbarians and medieval warriors depicted
in wonderful illuminated manuscripts. As we get nearer to the modern age, the
imagery becomes even richer and we get to know Romania's princes and
monarchs, their allies and their enemies, the politicians – good and bad – their
triumphs, tribulations or even tragedies; and sometimes even the common people
going about their daily lives. The photographic discourse focuses on the most
important documents, even if their condition is not optimal. You will also find
images of pottery, jewellery and weaponry, some of them from unexpected
sources, often unknown to the public, accompanied by detailed captions that
complement the information provided in the text itself. Together, the story and
illustrations intertwine to form a new, enhanced historical account - and hopefully,
one not lacking in originality.

Liviu Rebreanu
Includes the index to the Journal of the International Arthur Schnitzler Research
Association, 1961-67.

The Great War and Memory in Central and South-Eastern
Europe
The volume brings together fifteen papers focusing on the morphosyntax of
different Romance varieties. It is based on papers presented at the workshop
bearing the same title held at the University of Bucharest in November 2015 and is
dedicated to Professor Martin Maiden of the University of Oxford in honour of his
60th birthday. The contributions tackle different theoretical issues concerning
current linguistic theory (relevant both for comparative and diachronic
approaches), including parameters, features and their hierarchical organization,
word order changes, the level of verb movement in different varieties, inflected
infinitives, clitic placement and clitic doubling, ethical datives, and personal subject
pronouns, among others. As such, the volume represents diverse theoretical
approaches to addressing a number of key morphological and syntactic issues in
the morphosyntactic development of the Romance languages, drawing on modern
research methods and current linguistic theory, with a clear preference for
parametric syntax. The most significant areas of grammar are well-represented
here. The volume will appeal to advanced graduate and postgraduate students in
diachronic linguistics, theoretical linguistics, and Romance linguistics, as well as
researchers in the fields of historical and typological linguistics, morphosyntactic
theory, and the history of the Romance languages.

Aniversări culturale
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Just Listen: King Speaks-- More Intense is the 2nd book in the inspirational series
written by Korrie "King" Morrow targeted towards people seeking spiritual and
personal strength in their time of need. Expanding upon the lessons taught in his
first book, "Just Listen: King Speaks," the author intends for this book to ultimately
lead and guide you to the real, true love that you need in your life. Korrie Morrow,
aka "King," was born in Chicago and is the father of one son, Korrie Morrow, Jr.
Being a God-fearing man, Korrie, Sr. enjoys writing poetry and inspiring people to
be the best that they can be, just as he has decided to do for himself. His mission
is to help change the world by helping as many people as possible to see their
worth!

Comrades of War
La Medeleni: Hotarul nestatornic
Literatura română în spațiul ceh sub regim comunist
Alaska State Trooper Nathan Active investigates the connection between a dead
hunter, a year-old fatal plane crash, an act of arson that killed eight people and a
lucrative polar-bear-poaching operation. Reprint.

A Brief Illustrated History of Romanians
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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